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BUDGET 

OCTOBER 27. 1986 

1 - WRITING, SPEAKING, ANECDOTlNG 

2 - A NIGHTMARE ON FOURTH STREET 

1 Writing, Speaking, Anec 

ESLIE ASBUR Y 

LOUIS M. PRINCE 

Tonight I revert to the custom f 0 ed by our previous 
Club historians. They rarely wrote Club os: y. My paper is not 
historical. It Is a trite, but mercifully brief commentary on writing, 
speaking, reading papers, anecdoting and me a °nterviews. I wrote 1 t 
for the Club and then decided to put it in ew book, Not Under 
Oath (any paper previously read at the Club c be published). 

Writing is an art form. Public s;>eaklng, reading papers 
and story telling are performing arts. An)' e who has published a 
book or who has been involved in t he media feels qualified to express 
his views about writing, speaking and inte "oews. Every man feels 
competent to tell a story. Having reached the age of permissible 
indiscretion and possible dotage (age nine y -one), I feel free to 
express my opinions. I hope I learned some °ng through writing five 
books and over three hundred papers and talks. 1 did learn by 
antithesis while listening to bad intervie s on TV and to butchered 
stories at the country club lunch table. I learned much by reading 
Anthony Trollope's novels and listening to Winston Churchill, Jack 
Benny, Will Rogers and a thousand Literary Club papers. My gUides 
to writing have been William Strunk'S Lit Ie Book and E. B. White'S 
Elements of Style. If Sparky Anderson, not a great player, can be a 
great manager, if psychiatrists, with imperfect lives, can advise 
patients about their lives, I feel encouraged to discuss writing, 
interviews and anecdoting. 

Few women impose stories on their companions. Women 
have more social sense than men. Nearly all men try to tell stories. 
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Some are compulsive and frequent offenders. Possibly one in two 
hundre d .:lm.:lteurs should be allowed this privilege. Most amateurs 
ramble, depend on vulgar sex and four-letter obscenities and end by 
hashing the punch llne. The master raconteur never inflicts a long 
story on a group. He never interrupts a friend's story, however 
boresome. His infrequent stories are concise and clean with a short 
punch line. HIs humor is tailored to the region, the occasIon and the 
level of the audience. Happy Chandler understood this. Adlai 
Stevenson did not. A smart man never agrees to speak unless he 
knows the exact words he will use. Winston Churchill refused to 
make impromptu speeches. He endlessly rehearsed each word and 
ench pause. 

Talk show hosts seek spontaneity. Many hosts get too 
much "spontaneity" when they do not cooperate with their amateur 
guests. Some interviewers almost ignore the guest or use him to air 
their own wit. One of the best series of all time was Gruuchu Marx's 
"You Bet Your Life." An employee of the show told me that the 
visiting couples knew in advance the questIons Groucho would ask. 
They had time to produce colorful answers. Groucho took it from 
there. I found that Irma Lazarus, a local host on P.B.S., also gives 
her guests a break. 

Amateurs should insist on Groucho's formula even if they 
risk the withdrawal of the invitation to appear on the show. Only 
professional actors and their first cousins, the poli ticians, should 
accept totally unrehearsed appearances. I learned this from sad 
experience. 

Interviews for publication are different. Even if reporters 
refuse to let you check the finished article (as they usually do), 
reporters give you more time. They do not hog the stage. Some 
important, busy people refuse to be interviewed; they also may be 
brusk with I.R.S. investigators. Both are mistakes. I talked with 
E. P. Taylor, the leading industrialist of Canada, about this. He said, 
"I learned the hard way. These people have a job to do. If you 
cooperate, they will be sympathetic." 

A writer is on his own. His time is not limited. He can 
plan and revise. There are few Anthony Trollopes. Even experienced 
authors should write and rewrite. Each time they go over the 
manuscript adjectives and redundances are eliminated. Good writers 
check for ~larity, removing many "he's," "she's" and "they's," using 
the real name if necessary, even if this means repetition. For 
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pungence, they fav or short sentences. Instead of one long sentence 
with a but or an and, many good writers use two sentences. 

In one respect, prose should be like poetry. It should have 
rhythm. Prose should please the ear. While revising, the writer 
should read t he manuscript out loud to arrive at a better flow. The 
practice is especially valuable before making a speech or reading a 
paper in orde r to achieve proper pauses and emphases. Speak or read 
aggressively, confident that you know more about your subject than 
the audience. Above all, do not drop your voice at the end of 
sentences and, Happy Chandler added, "Show your emotion but keep 
your voice under control." 

All wri ters are influenced by other authors. Good writers 
develop their own style and learn to write simply. Unneeded 
erudition and obscure quotations are avoided. A good writer is not 
afraid to use his own mind and experience. He has an exclusive 
secret weapon -- himself! 

Writing and Old Age 

Why do old people, previously not authors, write memoirs? 
Some write books hoping to provide income for themselves or their 
families. Ninety -eight percent are published at a loss. Only a few, 
such as the mem oirs of Presidents Grant, Truman and Eisenhower and 
the ghost- written diatribe of President Iaccoca of the Chrysler 
Corporation, showed a big profit. Some write to relieve the worst 
hazard of old age -- boredom. Some write a book to promote a 
cause. Many high- placed, controversial figures wrote memoirs to 
present their side, to improve their image or to make money. Greed 
led to President Nixon's downfall. He was saving his tapes for his 
memoirs. Following poor legal advice, Nixon did not burn the tapes. 
The tapes burned him. 

Like the old doctor in the play, The Man Who Came to 
Dinner, many people feel they owe the world the benefit of their 
experience and im mortal wisdom. For them, writing a book is an ego 
trip. Ninety- nine percent of these volumes make no impact. Busy in 
their own f ields, the majority of amateurs have neither the time nor 
the literacy to write . That is why their books are ghost written. 
There are exceptions, for example, Booker T. Washington's Up From 
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Slavery and Benjamin Franklin's autobiography. They were not ghost 
written. Both are permanent contributions. 

Some important literate people refused to write the story 
of their lives. Somerset Maugham said it was impossible to tell the 
whole truth. Freud said autObiographers lie and conceal. Dr. W. J. 
May said, "If I admitted my mistakes, I would give ammunition to my 
critics. If I recounted my successes, I would be accused of 
advertising." Some refuse because they are reluctant to expose 
themselves. They realize that their success was based on luck or 
dubious practices. Max Hirsch, Ben Jones and Count Frederico Tesic, 
possibly the greatest horse trainers of all time, refused to be 
interviewed or write memoirs, not because they thought they had 
secret formulas. I had revealing conversations with them, but they 
were unable to put in printed words the unerring instincts which 
guided them in picking yearlings which became champions and the 
methods they used to prepare a horse for the Derby. I have known 
farnou~ figures who refused to cooperate even with professional 
biographers. The duPonts made this mistake. Entirely on his own, 
the exasperated writer is apt to stress the unfavorable. Prolific 
authors do not need to write autobiographies. Everything they write 
is unconsciously autobiographical in one sense or another. 

When my academic friends looked over the material I 
planned to use in my semi-autobiographical book, Both Sides of the 
River, they said I had not included enough about my motives, 
frustrations and mistakes. I felt like Mark Twain who said no book 
could be big enough to contain the myriad of thoughts that swished 
around in one's brain. I elected to use the available pages to recount 
the facts and stress the positive rather than the negative. 

In writing five books, I have had good advice from 
authorial friends such as Don Whitehead and Larry Thompson, but 
employed no researchers. I did research only to avoid repetition. For 
material, I researched my memory and experience. My books and 
speeches have been modestly profitable, but I am still an amateur. 
All the proceeds ot these efforts go to educational institutions. If I 
write for neither fame nor fortune, why do I write? "For applause," I 
used to reply. The truth is I write for satisfaction and ~leasu.re. 
"But" people say "writing is hard and lonely work. The satlsfactlon 

" . II?" is understandable if the book is a success. Where lS t"le p easure. 
The pleasure comes from the memories evoked, especially in writing 
memoirs. You revel again in your small triumphs. You commune 
again with friends, long since gone, and with people who were 
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landmarks in your life. That is why old people love to remlnIsce. 
Their memories are greater assets t han ~ money in the bank. 
Memories are treasures which "moth and r s doth not corrupt." Only 
Alzheimer's disease can steal them. 

Writing also provides a for m of competition. For retired 
people, competitions are limited but esse') 0 A serious objec tive is 
needed. To remain healthy, old people re ore fear and worry to 
activate the glands of internal secre 0011 hich stimulate body 
functions. Playing bridge or owning a mare 0 foal are possible, but 
golf is no longer a serious game. To t he a g if is only a form of 
exercise. Writing can fill the competitive g 

Does the quality of authorship a e in old age? I 
think not. Most famous authors continue oduce as they got 
older. Plato, Robert Frost and P. G. Wooe."l~ie rote as well in 
their eighties and nineties as they ever - 'le las t novels of 
Anthony Trollope and Henry James were han their early 
novels. In looking over my first Literary C s, I was appalled. 
They needed editing and better arrangemen ~ thy old writer is 
in the position of a veteran, major league The veteran 
may have lost a step, but he more t :>ensates by his 
knowledge, how to play hitters and where - he ball. The 
mature writer has learned how to amuse or io- rs . 

However, 1 could not have wri he mediocre 
books and papers of myoId age without the iO;rl~:i::::es::U°p of writing 
in my youth. Except in a rare instance, the ite does not 
come naturally. Even if it is conceded that people can 
learn as well as they ever could, they do not - They have 
not sufficient energy, desire nor time to m ic skills of 
writing. If you wish to be an author in your had better 
start writing when you are young. 

Since my retirement from surgel continued to 
plant trees, wri te and breed thoroughbr s a re great 
substitute competitors for old people. Alon some papers and 
speeches, all five of my books have been crea- "Tl '0 reti red years. 
My new book, Not Under Oath, is differen t. 0- edi ng, ~bout half 
of the chapters consist of papers wri tten ~g my active years, 
some dat ing back as far as sixty years. 0 J m Eld~r ~rote the 
introduc tion. The Literary Club will share m the profl ts, if a~y. I 
may write more papers and speeches, bu t my frien ds will be relleved 
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to know this is my final book. Of course, this statement is not made 
under oath. 

Eslie Asbury 

2 A Nightmare on Fourth Street 

Everybody has those surprise encounters which require 
on-the-spot comments or replies, immediate replies, with no time to 
think up the most concise and appropriate language, or the cleverest 
put down. Later on, after reflecting on the episode, an articulate, 
beguiling and more sensible reply inevitably comes to mind. 

"Why didn't I just tell him to go to hell?" one wonders. 

But it is too late, the encounter is over and the 
opportuni ty to distinguish oneself has passed. 

Tonight I submit that the antithesis of the above 
phenomenon occurs infrequently enough to merit some notice. So, I 
am going to tell you about a personal experience, during which I was 
able to foresee what was happening before it even happened. I was 
able to plan scintillating replies, body language, even my reactions, 
overt and covert, in advance, although the lead time was not 
uniformly adequate throughout. 

Furthermore, I should mention, if you will excuse my 
speaking of food so soon after such a delicious repast, that this entire 
experience occurred in a nightmare following another delicious dinner 
of several months ago. I had consumed a two-and-a-half-pound 
boiled lobster, extricated bit by bit from her shell, corn on the cob, 
lots of garlic bread and a huge portion of Indian pudding with vanilla 
ice cream. The nightmare was very long and I could not seem to put 
an end to it although I knew that I was getting less and less clever as 

the dream went on. 
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The sce ne opens on a bad winter night with sleet and 
slippery stree ts a t The Literary Club. Everyone is just leaving, 
attendance be ing unusually sparse . I stop a moment to talk to 
Giovanni in t he ki tchen. Then I go to the cloakroom for my ov~rcoat, 
realizing I a m the onl y member left in the Club. The doorbell rings. 

I should mention that all members of the Club had 
recently been, well , not worried exactly, but irritated" and, not at all 
amused, by some a ttention our Club had been getttng tn a local 
newspaper whose name begins with "E," for excellence. One of the 
excellent young fem ale reporters had written a Sunday sup~lem:~t 
article, superbl y documented with ornate refere nces to SCientIfiC 
works. It covered the subject of clubs in genera l, and of clubs in 
Cincinnati in particular. She referred to a book by E. de Greef, 
entitled The Origins of the Human Being(1), published in Paris in 
194&, which averred that, first, primit ive man needed security and 
therefore surrounded himself with precautions and insurances against 
danger; second, in fact even animals have the urge to find lairs and 
sheltered res -n g places. 

The young journalist had a lso ci te d a study reported by 
Georges Cruchon , a Jesuit priest, in his Initiation to Dynamic 
Psychology(2 ), Paris, 1963, a book declare d of ficially by the Roman 
Catholic Church to be free of doctrina l and moral error. The study 
cited had been fil med and presente d to the International Congress of 
Psychotherapy in Barcelona in 195&, by Ju les Masserman. It showed 
that some R esus monkeys, faced by a wooden snake's head place d in 
the feedi ng trough of their cage, reac ted by prostration, dejection, 
delirious fury or sought refuge by clinging to their keeper or by 
various for ms of sexual aberration. F rom these documentations the 
reporter rd t ionalized that clubs today a re sheltered resting places 
serving ~s ,defenses against incursions of r ivals, real or imagined. 
Substa ntIa Ion was drawn from Pierre de Saint Seine's Animal 
Physiology and the Human 501.11(3), published In Paris in 19_53. 

The bad news was that, further on in her article, the 
reporter had applied these them es to, of all places, The Literary 
Club. Protecting the sheltered res ting place against rivals was linked 
to a supposed man versus woman anxiety. In her conjecture on the 
na ture of such an anxiety, the phrase "sexual aberration" appeared. 

She had found out somehow or other that The Literary 
Club ha d no female members, and she had gratuitously added that no 
fe male had ever se t foot in the Club. A follow-up interview with our 
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immediate past president, a gentleman of logic, caused her to write a 

correction: 

"A few women have set foot in the Club," she admi tted, 
"but only as servants and entertainers." 

She then revealed with lascivious implications that one 
comparatively youthful club president had once engaged a troupe of 
young girls to cater the annual banquet, supposedly a veritable 
bacchanal. But she had not gone so far as to say that anything evil 
had really come off that evening. 

A less excellent, but popular, daily columnist in the same 
paper, Frank somebody or other, had followed up with a snide item 
questioning whether The Literary Club should be exempt from income 
taxes, in view of its "men only" polley. A squelching lettcr was sent 
off at once to the editor by our vice president, a gentleman with 
legal proclivities. He pointed out that we never have profits because 
we eat and drink so much. But the columnist, unsquelchable, had not 
let the matter drop, and it had become ongoing, an aggravation which 
most surely provoked the events at the Club on the nasty winter 
evening mentioned above, which I am finally getting around to relate 
to you. 

The doorbell had rung and 1 was alone in the hall. 
opened the front door to what seemed to bc two casual-appearing 
young fellows bundled up in short overcoats, from the bottom of 
which protruded jeans and worn-out gym shoes. Above young faces 
and bright eyes showed through the usual long hair blown about by the 
wind. The one with the smoother complexion held a notebook. The 
one with the beginnings of a beard, which might someday conceal the 
bad case of acne, carried a lightweight TV camera with a marvelously 
compact attachment similar to a strobe light, which he promptly 
illuminated In my face. I was blinded, of course. They introduced 
themselves in reedy voices, with a self-confidence that I found 
intrusive. At the same time the camera began whirring away. 

"Good evening, sir, am Frances Smith and the 
cameraman is Neuter Jones. We are a Channel One News team; I 
hope we aren't too late, because we want to tape a little interview 
with the president of The Literary Club." 

I was not completely taken aback, because J was in the 
nightmare, and not in the present, but in the future, so I pulled 
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myself together a little and thought about what I should say. First I 
rubbed my eyes to see if the two idiots would disappear. They did 
not. So, for want of a make-up artist, I moistened my fingers with 
spit and smoothed my hair, eyebrows and moustache. 1 licked my lips 
and stretched my mouth into a silly grin. I realized at once that I had 
begun badly, and I hoped they would cut this regrettable rendition of 
my all-too- brief toilet from the tape, which, you will remember, was 
already ru nning. Wishful thinking. Recovering my composure 
adroitly and ins an tly, nevertheless, I replied in what I thought was a 
tone of hearty candor: 

"\\'hy step in out of the weather, my friends. You're in 
luck. I am the president of The Literary Club." 

" ' e ll , this is just super," cooed the one with the notebook, 
"to come right to the point, Mr. President, we think our audience, 
number one in the ratings at nine a.m., will want to know about The 
Literary Club. Our viewers are mostly homemakers, relaxing over 
their cups of High Point, after the usual morning chores. Husbands, 
or whatever, are at the office, children at school. Now, I understand 
that The Li erary Club has only male members. As president and 
spokesman, please tell the viewing audience why you have no female 
members, a nd whether you are going to have some in the future, 
implementing, perhaps, an affirmative action plan. If not, we want 
to know wha att itude your members really have toward women. I 
mean, do yo all have an aversion to females?" 

As the tone of voice moved from agreeable to aggressive, 
the words came faster and faster. At the phrase "aversion to 
females," my silly grin became a humorless rictus. Pondering my 
reply, I was unable to keep my nose from twitching, rabbit-like, as if 
I were smelling a very bad smell. So I rubbed it several times with 
the back of my hand. Then I realized that the viewers would most 
certainly wonder why I did not carry a handkerchief, because, if I had 
one, I wo uld surely be using it instead of the back of my hand. 1 
decided that, to use military terms, the situation called for a 
delaying action. 

"Why don't we sit down and be comfortable here in the 
library," was the best I could manage, besides getting out my 
handker chief. 

"First of all, my dear friends," I continued, "I will have to 
point out that, although I was indeed elected president, after a 
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rigorous and expensive, but thoroughly honest, campaign last winter 
and spring, I cannot, by any elongation of the irnagination, be 
considered a spokesman for the Club on this or any other subject." 

As you have noticed, I was elongating my sentences, 
playing for time. I began to feel more confident, thinking I might go 
on quite awhile using words and saying not hing, until [ would awaken 
and the nightmare would be over. 

"In fact," 1 went on," were I to say something in this 
interview which the membership might consider disinformative, I 
would probably be impeached. Incidentally, I hope the viewers don't 
consider my use of the subjunc tive mood in the conditional clause too 
precious. I often use it even when I'm not si tting here in the Club," I 
admitted modestly. 

"But, what I am trying to convey to your TV audience is 
that our membership here is very individual. It has lots of opinions on 
all subjects." 

Instead of giving examples of some of these opinions, 
decided to launch a counterattack by asking a question or two of my 
own. 

"And by the way," I countered shrewdly, "if I ~ to 
answer your insidious questions, I would have to know first what you 
really mean by the words 'male' and 'female.' As you undoubtedly 
know, the dictionary defines 'female' in botany as a 'pistillate plant.' 
In machinery 'male' is a piece adapted for f itting into a corresponding 
hollow place, the 'female' piece, as in 'male' and 'female' 
attachment." 

A t this point I was interrupted, I think rather rudely. 

"You're trying to beg the question, aren't you, sir? Well, 
let me rephrase what we are trying to find out. Is it true that you 
men do not take women into your club because you don't enjoy their 
company? If you truly can't speak for the other members, I will 
address you more personally. Do you yourself hate women to the 
point where you prefer only mens' company? Do you like only men?" 

I blinked ten or eleven times, not just with astonishment, 
but with the hope of concealing the way my eyeballs were rotating 
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wildly, as in a Disney cartoon. My first response was once more a 
query or my own: 

"Isn't that rather a queer question?" demanded 
rhetorically. I rea lized right away that this was something of a 
gaffe, although I had heard the adjective used in the same sense some 
time ago in our Club minutes. I did, however, feel some pride in my 
impromptu alliteration. 

By t his time my eyes were more accustomed to the strobe 
light, so I was able to see my inquisitors a little more distinctly. The 
cameraman with the beard was quite grubby. But the other, with the 
sparkling long- lashed green eyes, the malicious little smile, the 
uptllted dimpled chin and, for heaven's sake, yes, the soft shapely 
curves which revealed themselves now that the scruffy duffle coat 
was partly un bottoned -- the other was, to be sure, delectably 
attractive. I was certainly seeing things more clearly, so I 
formulated my repl y as follows: 

"Well , my dear, dear, dear young friend," as I spoke I 
hoped that this c harming young person would note my new tone of 
familiarity and av uncular affection, "if I admit to you that I find you 
personally qui te a ttr acti ve, and that, were I much younger and not 
very happily marr ied with children and grandson, I would very much 
want to get to know you much more intimately. In short, I like you. 
Now, does tha t answer your question, which, if I read you correctly" 
(using the word "read" in this context would surely make these young 
people real ize I was more at home on the airwaves than they might 
have first thought), "which, if I read you correctly, is a request for an 
indication of my sexual preferences? I can't imagine that these 
would interest your nine a.m. homemakers, who, by now, are probably 
sipping or sniff ing something much stronger than High POint, if 
statistics on the use of stupefacients brought to my attention 
recently by the New York Times are anywhere near correct." 

Suddenly the strobe light went out. Frances, the one with 
the green eyes and notebOOk, frowned and shook her finger in my 
face. 

"O.K. You have seen through my Ii ttle plan to invade 
these sacrosanct premises disguised as a male. Forget it. I'm going 
home to regroup. But, I shall return!" 
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They left without even telli.ng me to have a good day, 
because it was night time, I suppose. 

I drove home alone, having concluded that the nightmare 
was over, at least for the time being. 

Louis M. Prince 

(1) Aux Sources de l'humain 

(2) Initia tion a la psychologie dynamique 

(3) Psychisrne animal et l'ame humaine 


